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CASE STUDY

The Tower of London
Remembers. Echo delivers
How Echo met surges in demand by handling
93,000 calls for 888,246 ceramic poppies
Echo Managed Services’ call centre service supported the ‘The Tower of London
Remembers’ campaign which focused on the ‘Blood Swept Lands and Seas of Red’
installation in The Tower’s famous dry moat. The campaign marked 100 years since
the start of the First World War, with the installation growing throughout the
summer until the moat was ﬁlled with 888,246 ceramic poppies. Each poppy
represented a British or Colonial military fatality during the war, and the last poppy
was symbolically planted on Remembrance Day on 11 November 2014.

THE CHALLENGE

ACTION

The Tower of London Remembers campaign
was always going to trigger a massive amount
of emotion from people. In providing a highly
scalable team of agents, backed by
sophisticated automated voice technology,
Echo were asked to handle the sale of the
poppies and optimise the eﬃcient handling of
unpredictable demand from a unique and high
proﬁle fundraising and commemorative event.

Empathy and understanding was key.
Working in partnership with a number of
services, and protecting our clients’ brands as if
they were our own, we immersed ourselves in
the campaign. With such an emotive subject, it
was essential that we treated every individual
caller with empathy, sensitivity and
understanding.

How to meet surges in
demand with empathy and
understanding

This presented a number of challenges:
· We had one week from client brief to
campaign go live.
· We had to quickly scale up and down
depending on massive peaks and troughs in
demand following global coverage of the
event.
· The team had to evolve quickly to deal with
diﬀerent channels and tasks as the campaign
developed.
· Callers had very personal and often emotive
reasons for wanting to buy a poppy, and
dealing with that emotion was critical,
especially once poppies had sold out.

Sympathy, understanding
and an entirely scalable
service

We hit the ground running. To start, we
rapidly recruited and trained a 60-strong team
of agents and were up and running taking calls
inside the weeks’ notice. This enabled us to
handle the 5,716 calls received on the ﬁrst day.
Meeting surges in demand. It was obviously
diﬃcult to predict demand levels as this is
one-oﬀ project. So we worked closely with the
organisers – Historic Royal Palaces – to map
forecasted demand against planned publicity.
Flexibility and agility. We scheduled
additional agents and opening hours to fulﬁl
high projected interest – such as the late
scheduling of The One Show feature and the
visit of Her Majesty the Queen – and were
delighted to handle such a huge spike in
interest for the installation’s ceramic poppies.

Handling diﬀerent
call volumes
After the initial launch in
August, Echo was handling
an average of 350 calls per
day in the run up to the
publicity. However,
following Her Majesty’s visit
and a feature on BBC TV’s
The One Show , customer
demand increased 20-fold
with the Echo customer
contact team receiving
peak volumes of some
6,500 calls a day.

RESULTS – Echo facilitates
sales of all 888,246 poppies
+
600%
in-day increase

20-FOLD

During the 7-8pm slot around
The One Show our agents
were presented with over
2,500 calls – in contrast to the
350 calls received earlier
that day.

Following Her Majesty the
Queen’s visit and the resulting
TV and news coverage we
were oﬀered a further 2,500
calls on the Thursday and just
under 6,500 on the Friday – an
impressive 20-fold increase.

increase in calls

The project has showcased
Echo’s ﬂexibility and ability to
handle demand levels even
during major volume spikes.

All the poppies from the ‘Blood
Swept Lands and Seas of Red’
installation are now sold.

What Historic Royal Palaces said…
“We chose Echo for this important project because the team clearly had the ability and demonstrated an
appetite to adopt a suitably agile approach to the design, implementation and operation of a service with a
very challenging deadline, incomplete scope and unpredictable level of demand. Echo’s team will provide a
comprehensive ﬂexible resource, helping us to ensure we meet our campaign demands cost-eﬀectively.”
John Brown, Head of Operations and Security at The Tower Of London

Key Insight
How we maximised response
The campaign was a complex
operation involving multiple
stakeholders. Key to its success
was how we collaborated with
diﬀerent companies and
responded to demand through a
variety of channels.

of Red’
The Tower of London’s ‘Blood Swept Lands and Seasteam
supported by Echo’s dedicated customer service

• Handling inbound sales calls
• Dealing with payment queries by
phone and email
• Working with multiple brands,
including Yodel and weclickmedia
• Making outbound calls to a
waiting list of buyers

Quality customer engagement from Echo

Contact:

Echo Managed Services is a specialist provider of complex multi-channel customer

t: 0117 344 1500

contact services. We operate contact programmes that focus on the delivery of long-term,

w: www.echo-ms.com

e: ask@echo-ms.com

quality-driven engagement programmes for organisations of all sizes. Unlike traditional

Follow us @Echo_MS

volume-driven outsourced call centre operators, Echo Managed Services combines best

Our proﬁle is on Linkedin

practice technology and processes to provide leading public and private sector
organisations with end-to-end contact management solutions.

